Central nervous system imaging in diabetic cerebrovascular diseases and white matter hyperintensities.
Diabetes mellitus is an important vascular risk factor for cerebrovascular disease. This occurs through pathophysiologic changes to the microcirculation as arteriolosclerosis and to the macrocirculation as large artery atherosclerosis. Imaging techniques can provide detailed visualization of the cerebrovasculature using CT (computed tomography) angiography and MR (magnetic resonance) angiography. Newer techniques focused on advanced parenchymal imaging include CT perfusion, quantitative MRI, and diffusion tensor imaging; each identifies brain lesion burden due to diabetes mellitus. These imaging approaches have provided insights into the diabetes mellitus brain and cerebral circulation pathophysiology. Imaging has taught us that diabetics develop cerebral atrophy, silent infarcts, and white matter disease more rapidly than other patient populations. Longitudinal studies are needed to quantify the rate and extent of such structural brain and blood vessel changes and how they relate to cognitive decline. Diabetes prevention and treatment strategies will then be possible to slow the development of such changes.